In many theoretical studies it is convenient to transform Lagrange's equations to the canonical form where the canonical variables are introduced for substuting the Lagrange's ones. It is a set of 2n variables { qi, pi} (i = 1, n) and in these variables the motion of a system is described by 2n ordinary differential equations of the first order.
§1. INTRODUCTION
In many theoretical studies it is convenient to transform Lagrange's equations to the canonical form where the canonical variables are introduced for substuting the Lagrange's ones. It is a set of 2n variables { qi, pi} (i = 1, n) and in these variables the motion of a system is described by 2n ordinary differential equations of the first order.
First, as known the cano~ical equations was established for a conservative holomonic mechanical system, Late~ a similar form was expended for a nonconservative mechanical system and nextly, for a nonholonomic system (the form of canonical equations with undefined multipliers} [2, 3, 8] . However, the above mentioned estsblished form of canonical equations haven't many practice senses.
In the present work the author proposes a form of canonical equations for a constrained mechanical system applying usefully for holonomi_c and nonholonomic systems. These equations are constructed by the help of the principle of compatibility [1] . Such a form of canonical equations will be used comfortable for studying dynamic of a multibody system. §2. CANONICAL EQUATIONS FOR A CONSTRAINED MECHANICAL SYSTEM Let us consider a holonomic mechanical system. The position of the system is defined by Lagrange's coordinates qi ( i = ~). There exists a force function U of active forces.
Hamilton reduced the differential equations of motion to a very significant form called the Hamilton canonical equations.
For the aim of establishing canonical equations, instead of variables qi we introduced new
where T is the kinetic energy of. the system which is assumed to be positive define quadratic form.
The variables Pi are known as impulses and are cOnjugates of the Lagrange's coordinates.
Since the highest order of form with l'espect to rit in the expression for the kinetic energy, the transform form qi to Pi is one-to-one.
Let us now introduce the Hamilton function:
where the variables qi are expressed through the impulses Pi by the help of the transformation f,'
(2.1). By such a waY the Hamilton function is the function of canonical variables {qi, Pi} {i = ~).
As known the equations of motion of the unconstrained system can be written in the form
. an
where the _group of equations (2.3) expresses the transformation of variables (2.1L and the group of equations (2.4} describes the motion of the unconstrained system.
Let us now consider the mechanical system subjected to the nonholonomic constraints of the form (2.5)
where bo:i = bai(t, q;"); ba = ba (t, qi) are known functions.
In taking account of the transformation (2.1), the equation ( 1/aij II is the inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia, which is n X n positive define symmetric matrix, too.
Evidently, the equations (2.4) can't describe the motion of the system with constraints (2.5). or in the equivalent form (2.6).
. To write the equations of motion of the system with constraints (2.5) or in the equivalent form {2.6) we will apply the principle of compatibility [1] .
Of course, the first group of equations (2.3) treated as a transformation of variables can be keep in tact, and the second group of the equations of motion must be ;3ubstitUted by the following which are the functions of canonical variables {qi 1 Pi} (i ~ i, n) ..
As a result we obtain (2-n + r) equations (2.3), (2.7) and (2.8) which contain 3n unknowns q;, p R.; (i = I;n).
Because of r < n, the number of obta.ined equations is smaller than the one of unknowns, therefore the problem is underfined. The above mentioned nondeterminate is caused by the substance of the considered constraints. This means that it is necessary to know the informa.tion ~bout the substance of considered constraints. In conneCtion with this, let us consider a class of ideal constraints. Following 11), the condition. of ideality of the constraints (2.5) can be written in the form n (v = 1,1; k = n-r) (2.11) where dvi are the coefficients in the expressions of generalized accelerations iii when they are represented· through in~ependent accelerations by the present of constraints (2.5).
By such a way we obtain 3n equations (2.3), (2.4), (2.9) and (2.11) of 3n unknowns q;, p;, R.;
(i = I,TiJ.
In general, the set of above mentioned equations will give the unique solution { q;(t), p;(t), R.;(t)} which describe the motion of the considered system together with the reactions of constraints (2.5) acting upon the ?YStem. For the aim of applying the numerical methods to solve the problem of dynamics of multibody system, let us introduce their matrix notations, for example, 9.. is the notations of the 1 x n line matrix, but q -its transform matrix. We have then
~here A is the inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia, which is the n X n positive define symmetric matrix too. (2.12) 11, is the r X n matrix of the elements of the form llbai II Besides (2.13) is the n X 1 matrix and (2.14)
is the k X n matrix, the elements of which are determined by identi~ies
. 1,·, §3. EXAMPLES Example 1. Two ponderable particles M 1 and M 2 of identical mass m = 1 are jointed by a rod-of constant lenght £.and neglegibly small mass. The system is constrained to move in the horizontal plane and only in such manner that the velocity of midpoint of the rod is directed along it. Write the canonical equations of the system. Let x 11 YI and x 21 y 2 '"be the coordinates of the particles Mr and Mz. We -introduce the
It is easy to see that. the constraint equations may be writt~n as follows
The last equations can be written-· in the equivalent form
The kinetic energy of the system will be-now (2.15) (2.16) (2.17)
The matrix of inertia is-the unique matriX. Therefore its inverse matrix is the Unique one 1 too.
It is easy to calculate the following matrices
Equations of motion will be Example 2 [8). Let us consider the motion of a platform in an inclined plane (Fig. 1) . We reduce it to fixed rectangular coordinates OXY Z. Assume that x, y are the coordinates of the ~contact point 1 a -the distance from the contact point to the mass centre of the platform. The wheel is t~eated as a thin knife.
The kinetic energy and potential function are
where p is the radius of inertia of th.e platform-with respect to the mass centre . The inverse matrix of the matrix of inertia will, be + Rytg<p = 0; R'P = 0 §4. CONCLUSION Equations (2.3') (2.8') (2.9') and (2.11') a.re a set of algebraic -differential equations which permit to determine simultaneously the motion of the system and the constraint reactions subjected upon the system. We have obtained two of important results
To obtain the form of canonical equations for constrained mechanical systems.
The canonical equations are written in the matrix notation, which are convenient .for applying methods of computation mechanics to solve_ problems of multibody system dynamics.
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